What’s in Store: 2015-2065?
Tweet the talk: @DavidZach

A. Quick introduction
Court jester
not
fortune teller.

Design
at the
center.

davidzach.com
linked in
@DavidZach

A thoughtprovoking
entertainer.

New
&
old.

Sit around
& read.
Write too.

Imagine South Carolina 2025.

B. The
Next
10
Years?

IPV6:
340,282,366,920,938,
463,463,374,607,431,
768,211,456

Imagine South Carolina 2025.

Imagine South Carolina 2025.
A computer lets you make more
mistakes faster than any other

If you work on a computer …

invention in human history–
with possible exception of
handguns and tequila.
Mitch Ratliffe

Paying attention:
FOMO & ADOS?
Maybe we're radically
changing the operating
system of the human
condition.

If so, then this would
be a really good time
to make backups of
our civilization.

Bruce Sterling

What’s all your Big Data worth?

Will Google dominate logistics,
storage & transportation,
education, entertainment,
business development,
television, health care,
agriculture & food distribution,
renewable energy, oil & gas,
architecture and design,
project management, crowdfunding,
business startups, banking,
research, international trade,

What if we could Google everything?
We are learning to
do a great many
clever things.
The next great task
will be to learn not
to do them.
G. K. Chesterton

There’s

Is there

an app

for that

an app

for you?

Enterface.

Inspection
drones?

Are
you
what
you
eat?
Retreat or Querencia?
A place from which one’s
strength of character is drawn.
A place in which we know
exactly who we are.
The place from which we speak
our deepest beliefs.

If you like your toilet, you can keep your toilet.

Is this Renaissance?

Is this Renaissance?

Is this Renaissance?

Orson Welles, The Third Man
In Italy, for thirty years under the Borgias,
they had warfare, terror, murder and
bloodshed, but they produced Michelangelo,
Leonardo da Vinci and the Renaissance.
In Switzerland, they had brotherly
love, they had five hundred years of
democracy and peace – and what did
that produce? The cuckoo clock.

Renaissance 101.
Head in clouds, feet on ground.

Change

Connection

Tradition

An attention strategy.
Seduced by fads, ignorant of trends, resistant to principles.

Think like
pirates
pirates
pirates.
pirates
pirates

Paradox

noun

Play with fads, work with trends, live by principles.

Design & Logistics.
Think into
other boxes.
boxes.
boxes.

verb

Horizon
Bottom line

Where will you invest your attention?

heart

hand

head

moment

temporal

eternal

Discovery

What & who:
not yet
connected?

Application

GK Chesterton

Futurist @DavidZach

Design

Logistics

Thinking means
connecting things.

C. The Wealth of Connections

Henry
Ford

I invented nothing new.
I simply assembled the
discoveries of other
men whom were
centuries of work…
Progress happens when
all the factors that
make for it are ready
and then it is inevitable.

Emerging …materials?…industries?
Don’t be afraid of low tech materials.

Eden Phillpotts

Design as a series if “if-then” arguments
manifested visually and physically.

Experiments don’t always need to have
immediate success –
Does it bring together new things,
new ideas and new people?

Dwayne Oyler

WWND?

Why do we build
the way we do?

Try to find innovation from
other industries.

Jonathan Thayer

All materials continuously emerge.

Billie Faircloth

Farmers
vs.
Growers?

The
original
problem
solvers.

Dirty farms
vs.
clean stores?

The universe is full of magical
things, patiently waiting for our
wits to grow sharper.

If only these
things could
talk!

Over 1 year.
Under 5 years.

If you see connections between things, your choices
will be less threatening. Richard Saul Wurman

3D Printing

Logistics

Automation

Debt

How can 3D Printing change:
manufacturing, logistics, retail?
If you see connections between things, your choices
will be less threatening. Richard Saul Wurman

If you see connections between things, your choices
will be less threatening. Richard Saul Wurman

Big Data

IoT

Big Data

IoT

Energy

Youth

Energy

Youth

D. Piracy Happens

Implications x 3.
If 0, then 1.
If 1, then 2, and then 3.
What happens next?
What else happens?

Innovation finds bypasses & exits.

Innovation finds bypasses & exits.

a. Exit:

a. Exit:

•

•

•
•
•

marketplace.
Economic:marketplace.
marketplace.
marketplace.
LLL vs. LAA.
Monitor? Understand? WRWRN?
New people seems easier/cheaper?

b. Voice:
•
•
•

•

Political.
voices voices
Hearing the voices
voicesof frustration?
voices
Engagement ≠ surrender.

By default & restriction?
Is comfort economically harmful?

•
•

b. Voice:

c. Loyalty:
•

•

marketplace.
Economic:marketplace.
marketplace.
marketplace.
LLL vs. LAA.
Monitor? Understand? WRWRN?
New people seems easier/cheaper?

•
•
•

Political.
voices voices
Hearing the voices
voicesof frustration?
voices
Engagement ≠ surrender.

c. Loyalty:

Balaji Srinivasan

•
•

By default & restriction?
Is comfort economically harmful?

Customers = coworkers.

Nothing about us, without us, is for us.

Innovation Spectrum #1.

Where’s the next big
idea right now?

Delusional

Denial

Democracy

Churchill

TioB

Reality 2.0

a. Pirate: [Greek] To put to the test.
•

In High School, 4 of 6 Paypal founders did ____?

b. Innovative connections:
•

conveniently proximate.

•

curiously distant.

Open-minded about Reality?

c. Small ideas are as important as big ideas.
ID Lt Gov Brad Little

Innovation Spectrum #2.

Delusional

Innovative Futures.
Deprivation

1. Rise of local entrepreneurism.

Open-minded about Risk?

Denial

a. Gateway: Tech Colleges & HS & GS.
b. Universal creation of wealth.

Convention

c. Measurable & immeasurable.
Democracy

Deprivation

Convention

Invention

Reinvention

d. Subsidize amenities.

2. Actually, failure is an option.

Piration
Churchill

Invention

a. Small & soon > too big & too late.
b. Implications x 3.

3. Demonopolize education.
TioB

Bad “now”

Good “now”

$afety $oon

Failure?

)Play(

Luck?

Affluenza

Adolecence

Future safety

WWRN?

Reinvention

a. Lifelong learning vs. lifelong students.
b. Localized control.

Reality 2.0

Piration

Boxed professions, paradox occupations, and
rebelling against conforming, comfortable rules.

You don’t really get what architects do.

a. Function divorced form.
b. We work, we no longer “dance.”
c. Work confined to fingertips.
d. HSW vs. Poetry & Presentation.
e. Measurable vs. immeasurable.
f. Wealth in connections: TiOB.

Pirates
wanted.

You don’t really get what architects do.
The use of the computer has
broken the sensual and tactile
connection between imagination
and the object of design.
Juhani Pallasmaa
a. Function divorced form.
b. We work, we no longer “dance.”
c. Work confined to fingertips.
d. HSW vs. Poetry & Presentation.
e. Measurable vs. immeasurable.
f. Wealth in connections: TiOB.

1. Debt & alt/s.
•
•
•

Feet on the ground creativity.
Ownership vs. usership.
What works for them? (not you)

2. Collaborative.
•
•
•

Dream homes?
Show: bigger, connected picture.
Engagement, not surrender.

3. Risk adverse.
•
•

Implications X 3
s/s > f2f.

4. Very unreliable.
•

The future’s just not that …

1. Start smoking.

E. Taking Ownership
a. Leo Tolstoy.
b. Stranger exchange & return.

2. Start drinking.

Change.
3. Tradition.

a. Old ≠ outdated.

a. KFC research.

b. Break bread
to break barriers.

b. Change ≠ progress.
Photo: Michael Brown

c. The Apologetics of Progress.

4. Play with failure.

4. Play with failure.

4. Play with failure.

4. Play with failure.
If it’s a good idea and it gets you
excited, try it, and if it bursts into
flames, that’s going to be exciting
too. People always ask, ‘What is
your greatest failure?’
I always have the same answer—
We’re working on it right now,
it’s gonna be awesome!

Jim Coudal, designer

Thank you, SCEDA.
For information on having

Futurist David Zach

speak to your organization
please contact:
Missy Weld
704-342-0095 Ext. 101
SpeakersNetworkWorldwide.com

For more ideas: Twitter & LinkedIn & Pinterest

